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Empty wallet? Emory staff can get DVDs, e-books, and more 
at the Music & Media Library

A sample of the DVDs, CDs, and OverDrive e-books and
audiobooks available to Emory and Oxford staff (and
faculty and students), courtesy of Emory’s Music &
Media Library. 
 

The perfect summer reading, listening,
and movie-watching options are available
to Emory staff—at no cost—at the Music
& Media Library, on the fourth floor
above the lobby in the Woodruff Library.

A vast collection of movies and TV shows
on DVD and music on CD can be checked
out, and the latest e-books and
audiobooks can be downloaded from
Emory’s Overdrive collection. You’ll even
find movies that aren’t on Netflix—or that
have already come and gone. (All this
goodness is available to faculty and
students, too.) And did we mention that it
costs nothing?

Go here for more details and a
sample of titles

Video of Crespino talk on new Atticus Finch biography now online

Credit: Emory Photo/Video. 
 

The video recording of Emory history professor
and author Joseph Crespino and his Creativity
Conversation with former Rose Library
director Rosemary Magee on his new book,
“Atticus Finch: The Biography,” is now posted
on YouTube.

The conversation took place May 3 in the
Woodruff Library; if you were unable to attend,
or would simply like to see it again or share it
with a friend, click or copy the link below.

Go here to watch the conversation on
YouTube

Rose Library magazine online edition is posted

The latest issue of the Rose Library magazine,
Reveal, is available online, with articles on the
letters of Barack Obama, Allen Ginsberg, and
Harper Lee; new acquisitions of historical
science, technology, and astronomy texts; a
day in the life of an archivist, and more. This
magazine issue recently won a PR award from
the American Libraries Association. Happy
reading! 

Read the Rose Library magazine online

Emory Libraries grants spark innovation

South Asian Studies librarian Ellen Ambrosone (left) and
ECDS training specialist Anandi Silva Knuppel used their
innovation grant to plan and hold a digital humanities
symposium. Credit: Emory Libraries.

 

Last year, Emory Libraries offered grants
and mini-grants to its staff to encourage
innovation. This year, we’ve had the
pleasure of hearing about the winning
projects and programs that these grants
funded. Read more about some of the
projects at the links below.

Digital Humanities Symposium

Wikipedian-in-Residence

Archives Exchange with Spelman
College

From readings to receptions, don’t miss a single event. Get updates sent to your phone or
email, or add a reminder directly to your calendar. See what's coming up and choose an option that
suits you. 

To subscribe to this newsletter, email your
name and address here.

Read about our latest news, events,
exhibitions, and headlines here.

View previous issues of Keywords here.

  

Help us inspire creative expression, scholarship,
and new knowledge. Contribute to Emory Libraries.
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